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A DIZZYING QUARTER
Equity and bond markets alike continued to struggle in the third quarter of 2022 making it one of the worst starting
nine month stretches in decades. Most asset classes touched new yearly low points which were previously reached
just a few months prior in June. Often, high quality fixed income offers support for portfolios and investors during
tough economic times when risk-oriented markets struggle (i.e. stock markets), but broad based fixed income
markets have had the worst year in 50 years (as measured by the Bloomberg US Aggregate Bond Index), so they
have offered little downside protection compared to prior cycles. 

Most asset classes for the quarter were down mid-single digits. International declined more than the U.S.
counterparts (in large part due to the strength of the U.S. dollar) with many countries down double digits. The USD
exchange reached a strength relative to the Euro that it has not seen in 20 years. And, extend that timeframe out to
35 years when comparing the strength of the USD to the British Pound, comparable to the exchange rate of the mid
1980's!

One of the few asset classes to remain intact this year is cash, and it is finally enjoying its day in the sun with short-
term savings rates at many FDIC covered institutions now above 2%. If you have not checked your emergency fund's
interest rate, now would be a good time to see if you are getting a competitive rate. High interest rates are upon us,
and they are forecasted to go higher still. But, let us not forget that for the better part of the last decade,
prognosticators anticipated that interest rates were destined to rise. Now that higher rates are here, the resulting
adjustment to asset prices has been both (1) sharp and (2) sudden. Might these rates usher in a new era of higher
prevailing interest rates or will this, in time, prove temporary? There is a large degree of uncertainty and
unpredictability that exists when making interest rate forecasts and while many anticipate that the Federal Reserve
is likely to continue to raise short-term rates (aggressively) through the end of the year, much of the path beyond
this year will depend largely on how consumers and businesses adjust their behaviors and decisions. Will the Fed's
actions be too little, too late, or perhaps too much, too late? The chances of a recession have increased in recent
months as we inch toward 2023. Time will tell what the "right" thing to have done is but an investor does not have
the benefit of hindsight in making decisions. 

Whether it is a personal or business decision/choice, there is a significant re-pricing and adjusting to these new
market factors in real time that is occurring since interest rates are tied to nearly everything we do: mortgage rates,
savings rates, credit card rates, whether to pay for a major purchase in cash or finance it, and not to mention how
stocks and bonds are priced. 

Between the war, supply chain issues, and the spike in interest rates almost overnight, investors and consumers are
grappling with what will happen to the economy - and consumers - from here. Further, in recent weeks, the housing
market has come to a sudden pause. Read on as we explore inflation, interest rates, and the housing market. 
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Goldman Sachs Group Inc. economists - among many others - recently raised their expectations "for a peak funds rate of
4.5%-4.75%" - an additional 0.5% higher than previous expectations (Source: Bloomberg). This peak funds rate referenced
is the interest rate for short-term lending that they expect the Fed to stop raising rates at (for comparison, it is currently
standing at 3-3.25%). The Fed's actions of late have been centered on getting inflation under control at almost any cost
which has caused many people to increase their expectations for a recession in the next year. 

While inflation continues to run high - August inflation was 8.2% year-over-year (CPI) - it has come down from the 9.02%
reading in June. One silver lining for household budgets is that energy prices have moderated since the summer when the
average price at the pump nationally had surpassed $5/gallon in June. However, U.S. core inflation (when excluding the
impact of food and energy) has ticked back above 6% to 6.3% in August, so it has stubbornly increased in the last few
months. While the rumblings on inflation originally were projected to be "transitory", this term has been absent in a lot of
headlines in recent months, but it was never (nor could it have been) clearly defined. Transitory never meant it would be
weeks, but rather might it mean months, quarters, or a year or more? Can inflation lasting 18 months still be deemed
"transitory"? Inflation is still running high, but the implied inflation expectations looking toward the next five years -
2.28% - is hardly above long-run averages of the last several decades (when looking at implied inflation expectations of 5
year Treasury securities relative to 5 year Treasury Inflation Protected Securities (TIPS)). So, might rates start to moderate
and come down in the back half of 2023 or early 2024 - particularly if we enter a recession? Generally speaking, the yield
curve is an interesting indicator of current expectations. When longer-term rates are lower than shorter-term rates (as
they are in the blue line below), that is often (but not always!) indicative that lenders require a higher premium for
lending in the short-term which may be due to tougher expected economic times on the close horizon. 

One of the positive developments for consumers in a higher interest rate environment is that short-term savings rates are
at the highest level they have been since 2007. No longer is the opportunity cost of holding cash as high when holders of
cash are able to generate more than 2% on their emergency fund reserves compared to what has been available at less
than 0.5% for the better part of the last 14 years (Source: Bankrate.com).  Of course, this also directly impacts the fixed
income markets as existing bond prices (along with many other assets and asset classes) adjust to the new, higher rates. 

Fortunately for many, U.S. personal income continues to increase, but it remains below the inflation level.  How long
might that last?

Inflation, Interest Rates, and the Fed
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Since the spring, the equity markets appear to be pricing in at least a mild recession in the U.S. Many economic
signals, but particularly the high job openings relative to job seekers and the low unemployment rate, continue to
show strength, which are usually not characteristic of a typical recession.  

One troubling factor for many consumers is that mortgage rates have continued to climb - reaching levels north of
6.7% (Source: WSJ) after having ended 2021 at 3.11% (Source: Primary Mortgage Market Survey)! The result for the
average home-buyer? A 40%+ increase in monthly costs since year-end. It is no wonder in recent weeks the
housing markets in many areas across the country have screeched to a halt. Available inventories of houses have
remained low, and they may likely remain low given that single-family housing starts have continued to drop for
the last several quarters and the cost to finance a home in current conditions are significantly higher than they
were six months ago - deterring many from moving. The last few months have also seen increases in home
purchase contracts falling through given the difficulty many are having in financing the purchase at the time of
closing. 

Housing affordability as pictured below is hovering at levels last seen in 2007 prior to the start of the Global
Financial Crisis. The ripple effects to disposable incomes has been rapid. And, it could lead to potential downward
housing price adjustments and/or future real estate price growth headwinds in the coming years if rates - and
housing prices - sustain at these levels.  

              Source: JPMorgan Asset Management Guide to the Markets (U.S. National Association of Realtors)

Some things like savings rates and mortgage rates adjust rapidly, but the decision process consumers make can
take months (or years). For example, if you were in a position to move, how would a spike in mortgage rates
impact you? Maybe your financial position would not require you to carry a mortgage, it could require selling
another asset (or property) to make the purchase, or even still, you might delay and reconsider the reason for
moving in the first place. Then, the motivation for purchasing may be due to a NEED to move geographically vs.
more personal preferences for location, space, amenities. And, if you spend more on housing through a real estate
purchase, monthly mortgage outflow, or via rent (since those are near peaks too), what areas are you most apt to
reduce? What area or areas get cut first? Will the sacrifice(s) that need to be made end up being worth the move?
It may not be worth it and may be why many have stopped their home search. 

Recession & Housing
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Interest rates are far higher than where they stood twelve months ago and with that comes a significant
re-rating of risk and pricing everywhere. Few corners of the world have been spared from the
momentum of the year. 

One pocket of the economy that had benefited substantially from lower rates of the last decade is
technology. And, with higher prevailing rates anticipated for the foreseeable future, many technology
and "growth-oriented" companies that relied on a very low cost of capital could face significant
challenges if interest rates remain elevated. There has been a meaningful outperformance of U.S.
"value" stocks in relation to U.S. "growth" names year-to-date, but it pales in comparison to the heyday
that "growth" investing has enjoyed since 2009, and the "value" rotation may just be the beginning of
longer-term forces at work. However, with any such theme, it is important to consider the role it plays
in a diversified portfolio in case the tides of change shift again. 

We continue to remain patient while remaining diversified. Building (and retaining) wealth seldom
happens overnight, and it is as important as it is humbling to know that what we can see through
today's lens is only a small portion of what tomorrow brings. It is unfortunately far too easy to focus on
the doom and gloom of the day and allow those distractions to cloud our judgment in seeing the bigger
picture where the overwhelming tides of change, progress, and innovation of tomorrow can allow for a
better, brighter future. 

Sincerely, 

Kirby Jacobson, CFA, CFP® & The Astoria Team
CIO, Principal

CLOSING REMARKS
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We believe the information provided herein is reliable, but we do not warrant its accuracy or completeness. This
material is not intended as an offer or solicitation for services or for the purchase or sale of any financial
instrument. If an investor has specific questions regarding their portfolio, then please consult your Client Advisor
regarding your unique situation. 

Past performance is not indicative of future returns. It should not be assumed that recommendations made in the
future will be profitable or will equal the performance of securities one currently holds. An investor should carefully
consider all risks inherent in investing (including, but not limited to, the permanent loss of capital). 

Diversification does not guarantee investment returns and does not eliminate the risk of loss.

If the reader is a client of Astoria Strategic Wealth, Inc. ("ASW") and there have been any changes to a client's
circumstances, then please notify your Client Advisor at ASW. All changes to items including, but not limited to
goals, circumstances, risk preferences, liquidity needs, taxes, modification to the long-term strategy, and any items
material to the client's situation must be communicated in writing. Advisory services for ASW clients are offered
through Astoria Strategic Wealth, Inc., a Registered Investment Advisor. 

1-Indexes referenced are total returns, gross of fees, taxes, and transaction costs and are not directly investable.
Source: yCharts. 
Indexes are as follows: Short-term bonds: Bloomberg Barclays US Government/Credit 1-5 Year; US Aggregate:
Bloomberg Aggregate US Bond Index; Global: Bloomberg Barclays Global Aggregate; Dow: Dow Jones Industrial
Average; S&P 500: S&P 500 Total Return (large-cap US); S&P 400: S&P 400 Net Total Return (mid-cap US); S&P 600:
S&P 600 Net Total Return (small-cap US) ; International: MSCI ACWI EX-US Net Total Return; Emerging Markets:
MSCI Emerging Markets Net Total Return; Oil: Bloomberg WTI Crude Oil Subindex Total Return; Gas: Bloomberg
Natural Gas Subindex Total Return; Gold: Bloomberg Gold Subindex Total Return.
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